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KLAMATH COUNTY AT A GLANCE

“Klamath County was struggling, but we thought we could create something better”—Patty Case, OSU Extension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rural community in the high desert in southern Oregon. Larger than the state of Connecticut but home to only ~66,000 residentsDemographics: 78% white 12% Hispanic 4% Native American 4% mixed raceHistorically a logging community, but with the decline of the industry and economic downturn, Klamath has been slow to recover. We have strong agricultural roots and that continues, but it’s also seeking ways to reinvent itself through recreation/tourism and natural resources (and being a healthy community, of course!)Steep barriers to health across the county have included inadequate transportation, high rates of substance abuse, uneven access to nutritious food, lack of law enforcement presence, low graduation rates, and limited access to health care.Nearly 1 in 5 people living in poverty and nearly half of the adult population lives with a chronic condition. HRSA designated as a Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA). The chronic lack of providers necessitates the need for community programming to improve health through prevention and health promotion to reserve physicians for the truly sick. For years Klamath has ranked at the bottom of the RWJF County Health Rankings. �



www.healthyklamath.org
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Presentation Notes
Klamath County has been at the bottom of the RWJF County Health Rankings year after year, but we used it as a call to action. In 2012 The Healthy Klamath Coalition was formed to conduct the community’s first CHA and CHIP. It has cross sector representation from public health and clinics to schools and non profits.Working together in a concerted, unified way in the name of health improvement. We are poor in resources but rich in social capital. Each contributing what we can is what paved the way for innovative and sustainable efforts. This website is a shared resource for the community. It has local data and reports, events calendar, and links to local initiatives and resources. Many communities are establishing websites like this for shared data and reporting purposes.�

http://www.healthyklamath.org/


CRITERIA

 In order to win the prize, a community has to 
demonstrate excellence in each of 6 categories:

 Defining health in the broadest possible terms.

 Committing to sustainable systems changes and policy-
oriented long-term solutions.

 Creating conditions that give everyone a fair and just 
opportunity to reach their best possible health.

 Harnessing the collective power of leaders, partners, 
and community members.

 Securing and making the most of available resources.

 Measuring and sharing progress and results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
190 applicants nationwide



ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION 
CULTURE OF HEALTH PRIZE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase I essay- highlighting 5 community accomplishmentsPhase II essay and video- expand upon accomplishments, add health equity, data sharing, media relationships + videoPhase III site visit- leadership meeting (CCO, police, BOCC, Public Health, Hospital) + community meeting (25 community members)Convening



KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS: POLICY, PEOPLE, PLACES

 Food Systems

 Klamath Promise

 Public Safety

 Built Environment

 Tobacco Policy

 Health Equity 

 Klamath Works

 Rural Campus

 Data Sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d be remiss not to mention Blue Zones Project and how it’s helped our community, but I want to emphasize that having the Blue Zones designation is not necessary to do this work. Much of it was already beginning or would have happened regardless. Blue Zones just accelerated the work in certain areas.Food Systems: KFOM, Find your farmer, Produce Connection (1 million pounds of free, fresh produce!) Park and Play- YMCA, child hunger coalition, food bank, IYS, OIT, parks partnershipKlamath Promise- graduation motivation and sensation, door to door, scholarships, improved graduation ratesPublic Safety- policing with Purpose, CPATTobacco Policy: TRLBuilt Environment: GIS, bike lane, UTMP, SRTS planHealth Equity- SES, HAB, Safe Zones Training, PCP trainingWorking Together: Living Well Coalition, Oral Health Coalition, Klamath Works Campus, partnership with OIT (PHM, GIS) OHSU rural campus�Partner with local mediaHK website to share data�



FOOD SYSTEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Produce ConnectionIn 2014, the Produce Connection started with 65,000 pounds of produce distributed at two sites. By 2016 the program had increased almost tenfold, distributing 600,000 pounds at 14 main sites and 4 sub-sites. Fast forward to 2018 and they reached their goal of distributing over 1 million pounds of fresh produce. About 15,000 people benefited from the program. The more produce low-income households can access, less trips they need to make to the food pantries for food. We've seen about a 20% drop in food box need when fresh produce is really all the family needs to put meals together with what's left in their cupboards until payday.They also partnered with the Park and Play program to provide childhood enrichment opportunities while meeting people where they’re at. Food Bank purchased a demonstration grilling trailer. The trailer is equipped with 2 BBQ's, prep counter, utensil box, cooler and a wash station. The demo trailer travels to events where healthy produce is bbq'd and served.KFOMKlamath Farmer’s Online Marketplace (KFOM) is the first of its kind. It is a hybrid that combines elements of a farmer’s market, a food buying club, and a community supported agriculture (CSA) model. With 18 local producers, KFOM connects our area farmers and ranchers with community members, making fresh produce and livestock products available year-round. Launching in 2017, KFOM functions through an online, weekly ordering system with a centralized drop-off and pickup location. To ensure it was accessible to everyone, KFOM is set up to accept SNAP benefits accepts SNAP benefits509 registered users, 12 SNAP users�Find your Farmer event: From the initial concept of Farm to School work (which we have a local rancher providing local beef to the school for lunch and teaches kids about it) we expanded to the general public with Find your Farmer. We recently had our third annual event, that brings together restaurant and grocery store owners, and local farmers, ranchers, and producers to cross pollinate and learn how local food can stay in the community. This year we had over 60 buyers and producers. Holiday MarketSafeway closed and left a food desert downtown (and the pharmacy also disappeared). It sat empty for over a year. Finally the commissioners bought the property, found a grocer to occupy the building, then worked with Sky Lakes to provide pharmacy services. It also connects to the protected bike lane that opened in 2018�



BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that our zip code has a huge impact on health. Klamath Falls has been working to improve the built environment in equitable ways to improve both health and economic wellbeing. � In 2014, two local health professionals from the Sky Lakes Wellness Center had the vision to build a PBL as a way to promote safe, active commuting. To determine where it should be built in the community, they teamed up with Dr. John Ritter and two students to use GIS to analyze and map health data obtained from 60,000 hospital records. Two areas stood out on the maps; one neighborhood with an older population with a high prevalence of chronic illness, and one with a younger demographic with a higher occurrence of obesity, yet without the subsequent chronic conditions. It was determined that the second neighborhood would be the prime location for an intervention, as there was more opportunity for prevention of obesity related chronic disease among a younger demographic. The maps were instrumental in getting the PBL approved by City Council.�We also saw an incredible investment of time, money, and entrepreneurship for the built environment for one of the highest needs neighborhoods.  A state report deemed the Mills Neighborhood as one of the top 5 “poverty hot spots” in the state. In 2018 community partners and local government rallied to use a health equity lens and change the built environment. Blight was an issue that caused both real and perceived crime. City Council began issuing mini grants to residents to make small improvements to their homes--paint a fence, paint the house, fix broken windows etc. City Police provided increased presence and helped with a large- scale neighborhood cleanup. City Parks teamed up with the local Medicaid provider and pumped over $40,000 and hours of volunteer time into the neighborhood park to completely renovate it. Now the park is highly utilized, and several small businesses decided to set up shop in the heart of the neighborhood, seeing the growing potential. �The local hospital and the local medicaid provider also made big investments into several other parks around the community, which improves physical activity opportunities, increases property values, and encourages economic development and tourism. �The community has also developed an Urban Trails Master Plan and a Safe Routes to Schools Master Plan to guide ongoing built environment investments that encourage safe active transportation and recreation while boosting property values. We are now able to move quickly on grant applications because funders want to see a plan already in place. Plus, we don’t want a plan that sits on the shelf—and these are being put to good use! �



TOBACCO PREVENTION AND POLICY

 Tobacco Retail Licensing

 Tobacco free parks

 Tobacco free downtown events

 “Wellness Zone”
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Presentation Notes
Used GIS and a local tobacco retail assessment to inform TRL2017 TRL passed in Klamath Falls and the County. In 2019 the city of Chiloquin also adopted it.



COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER PROGRAM

https://www.cohoplans.org/non-emergency-medical-transportation/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started in 2015 with 25 participants. A hand up, not a hand outStarted with 3 CHWS and evolved into a multidisciplinary team with RNs, MSWs, CNAs 

https://www.cohoplans.org/non-emergency-medical-transportation/


COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER PROGRAM
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FY 17-1855% engagement rate in 17-18Last year they provided nearly 10,000 home visits, phone calls, and office visitsOver 1,800 transportsSaw a 35% reduction in ED visits and 49% reduction in hospital admissions even after they left the program (tracked for a year)



OHSU RURAL CAMPUS
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The health center will also be home to an Oregon Health & Science University’s Campus for Rural Health hub, which will bring nursing, dentistry, pharmacy, and physician assistant students to the area for six- to 40-week rotations. The purpose is to expose future practitioners to rural healthcare and hopefully recruit them to continue working in rural communities (hopefully in Klamath!) OHSU is now starting an ‘On Track’ program to work with high school students and encourage them to seek positions in the medical field. Each rotation the rural health students engage with local organizations and assist on community project. For example, they helped with focus groups and offering a pregnant smokers cessation class. They also have been helping with surveys to better understand what’s keeping people from participating and what would increase their likelihood of attending. 



RURAL PROS AND CONS (AS I’M SURE YOU’RE AWARE!)

 Pros

 Close-knit

 Easy to get involved

 Innovation and Resourcefulness

 Challenges

 Conservative

 Low funding

 Geographic spread and outlying communities

 20% people do 80% work



ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHA completed in 2018: we used the Mobilizing Action through Planning and Partnership model (developed by CDC and NACCHO)It’s a comprehensive model that fosters community involvementPhases in the MAPP Academic ModelCommunity Health AssessmentPhase 1: Organize for Success/Partnership DevelopmentPhase 2: VisioningPhase 3: Four MAPP Assessments	Local Public Health System Assessment	Forces of Change	Community Health Status Assessment- worked with Oregon Tech’s PHM and rural campus students	Community Themes and StrengthsCommunity Health Improvement PlanPhase 4: Identify Strategic Issues- used social media, email, paper surveys. In hindsight should have taken to the streets (third Thursday)Phase 5: Formulate Goals and Strategies - coalitionsPhase 6: Action CycleLeadership team- co-chairs + KCPH- those writing the documentSteering committee- Core FourHealthy Klamath CoalitionEach of the Core Four have to complete a CHA/CHNA and a CHIP. We all have our own requirements from our governing bodies, so we made sure all elements were included. (PHAB, OHA, IRS, HRSA). In years past the CHIP was too broad and there was little accountability. It was just checking a box. This year we were much more thoughtful with prioritization and moving forward have plans for regular reporting/updates. 



CHIP PRIORITIES

 Suicide 

 Infant Mortality 

 Safe and Affordable Housing

 Food Insecurity

 Oral Health

 Physical Wellbeing



GETTING INVOLVED: THE LONG STORY SHORT

 Opportunities will come to you if people who do cool things know you are interested. 

 They will only know that if you or someone tells them.

 Your first job is to tell the people doing cool things that you are interested.

 Find ways to align existing work

On the other side, if you’re the person doing cool things and want to rally others, be sure to get out there and let 
people know they can get involved!! 

Give people a variety of options– very small things like signing a letter to the editor you wrote for them to more 
involved projects like taking the lead on a project.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different people have different time allotments and skill sets. Giving them a variety of options will help gain buy in and participation.



THE PRIZE

10 minute: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLiA7Z106SE
3 minute: https://vimeo.com/user13782109/review/293601640/30aa0d0839

 $25,000

 Media + b-roll

 Letters of support

 Connect Training

 Lasting honor 

 Networking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLiA7Z106SE
https://vimeo.com/user13782109/review/293601640/30aa0d0839


QUESTIONS?

Jennifer Little, MPH

Director

Klamath County Public Health

jlittle@klamathcounty.org

541-882-8846

mailto:jlittle@klamathcounty.org
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